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Abstract. Wearing dynamics of traction rolling-stock wheel tyres of diesel locomotives was investigated. Based on
research results it is possible to predict wheel-tyre safety margin, to improve maintenance and state periodicity of repair,
as well as to use traction rolling-stock repair funds most efficiently.
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1. Introduction
The locomotive wheel-sets are major components of
the running gear. This is one of the most heavily wearing
units often requiring expensive repairs. Rolling stock safety
and uniform motion largely depend on their performance.
Therefore it is extremely important to determine the intensity of the wheel-set wearing at various stages of their
service life.
The analysis of the above characteristics will enable
us to determine more accurately the safety margin of the
wheel tyres and the supply of spare wheel sets needed by
a locomotive park, as well as to establish the optimal servicing and repair intervals allowing more efficient allocation of expenses on rolling stock repair.

deformation. Though it can not completely destroy the
wheel tyre, normal operation may be disturbed by vibration and dynamic loads.
The dimensions of the wheel tyre change depending
on the wear of the running surface which is determined by
a cut size (i) (Fig 1) as well as by the reduction of the flange
width (a) (known as natural wearing). This also depends
on the removal of a metal layer while recovering the thickness and height of the flange by turning the wheel tyre
and its running surface {known as technological wear),
being, therefore, determined by the general intensity of
wearing.
The formation of a cut (i) in the wheel tyre is caused
by the plastic deformation of metal occurring under normal forces. The second factor is the separation of the wheel

2. Research object and aims
As wheel tyles are wearing out the running surface
profile of the wheel is gradually losing a conical shape.
Wearing action causes the formation of a groove (a cut)
on the surface of the wheel flange.
The wearing of the wheel tyres is caused by two factors. The first is plastic deformation when the metal is
forced out from the running surface towards the flange.
The second is thermal effect taking place in wheel spinning or when stopping the locomotive. This causes the
formation of a hard martensite structure on the running
surface.
Heavy deformations of the wheel tyres and railhead
occur due to long- term wheel and rail interaction. In this
case, cyclic effect of contact stresses can cause a residual
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metal particles under friction. The value of the normal force
depends on the locomotive construction while friction intensity is determined by upright pressure and the values
of the coupling coefficient.
A major factor affecting the flange (a) wear is its sliding relative to the rail during the movement of the locomotive when it is either approaching the profile plane of the
rail head or departing from it [1, 2].
Due to the (10 mm) gap between the flange and the
rail head the wheel-sets are swaying. Regular wheel tyre
flange movement towards and away from the rail is a major
cause of their intensive wear.
The wearing of the locomotive wheel-sets is also
caused by a number of minor factors, i.e. chemical composition of the wheel tyres, physical properties and uniformity of the metal used, quality of manufacture, strength
factors, climatic conditions, loading conditions, operation
under maximum load, air temperature, humidity and dust
content, the pollution of wheel-tyre surfaces with abrasive materials (e. g. putting sand between the wheels and
rails), track condition determining the dynamic load intensity, speed of the locomotive, lubrication of the contact
points of the wheel and the rail, etc.
It is hardly possible to distinguish a single most important factor among listed above. This would require special research to establish the effect of a particular factor on
the wheel-set wear. Such investigations could be rather
complicated as well as requiring special equipment and
research conditions.
Wheel-sets and tyres are not manufactured in
Lithuania, being imported from other countries. Therefore
we can not make any influence on technological solutions
and structural factors increasing wheel tyre strength. But
we can determine the nature of wheel-set wearing under
various service conditions (i. e. road section, loading,
speed, flange operational conditions, etc.).
In order to reduce the wearing ofthe wheel tyre flanges
a lubrication system should be provided in a locomotive.
One of such systems is FluiLub - wheel tyre lubrication
system made by Baier+ Koppel, a German firm. It supplies
oil to the tyre flange when the locomotive is running along
the curved track sections, with the most heavy friction
between the flange and the rail. Depending on the direction of the locomotive movement the flanges of the front
wheel-sets of every locomotive section are lubricated.
The trials [3, 4] performed did not yield any relationships concerning the wearing intensity of the wheel tyre
flanges and the running surfaces during their service life
[5, 6]. Therefore, currently accepted intervals between the
repairs of the wheel-sets by turning them are not rational
as well as being practically unpredictable. This is one of
the reasons why the railroad companies experience additionallosses from not timely turning the wheel-sets or due
to the decrease of their durability caused by the removal
of a layer of metal in this operation. The main objective of
the present research is to determine major trends of wheelsets wearing in order to be able to predict repair intervals,

as well as determining their distance run between overhauls allowing to plan the number of repairs and spare
wheel-sets to be purchased.
3. The experiment
For experimental purposes two locomotives 2M62
(each of them having 12 wheel-sets in two sections), not
provided with wheel tyre lubrication systems, and one locomotive 2M62 having a German Baier+ Koppel FluiLub
system to lubricate tyre flanges were chosen.
At the beginning of the experiment all the wheel-sets
were new with their tyre dimensions conforming to the
rated parameters given in Table 1.
Table 1. Verified dimensions of wheel tyre profile
The
Wheel
Dimensionsv- largestwheel Flange width tyrethickness
tyre cut i,
a,mm
erified
h,mm
mm

Initial (rated)

0

33.0

77.0

Limiting

7

25.0

36*

* This thickness of the wheel tyre is reached when its running
surface is turned to recover the required profile when the flange is
heavily worn- out (with a < 25.0 mm).

The measurements of the wearing wheel tyre profile
were made every month when the locomotive returned to
the depot for maintenance or repair. The average distance
run between the measurements of the locomotives not provided with a wheel tyre lubrication system was 10 785 km,
while for those having such systems it reached 10 504 km.
The locomotive wheel-sets were measured in the locomotive depot in Vilnius in 1999 - 2000.
The intensity ofwearing of the locomotive wheel tyres
and their flanges in particular largely depends on the extent of track curvature. Therefore the locomotives being
investigated ran along the tracks with the curvature radius
common to Lithuanian railroads. The radii of the curved
tracks of Lithuania are given in Table 2.
From Table 2 we can see that the relationship between
straight and curved railroad sections in Lithuania is 1:3.
It was assigned that oiled and not oiled wheel tyres
would operate under the same conditions, i.e. running
along the same track sections. The work performed by
them (tkm brutto) should also be the same, while both
sections of each locomotive would always operate simultaneously.
4. Measurement techniques
Measurements of the cut in the wheel tyre and the
width of its flange were made by a gauge following "The
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Table 2. Lithuanian railway length distribution based on
track curvature radius
S1Iaight sections, km

-,

1809.2

Curved sections, k:m, with the radius
of curvature being:

The cut is measured in the plane of the running wheel
circumference, being 70 mm away from the inside wheel
tyre surface [7].
Each wheel tyre was measured at three points along
the perimeter with the following data recorded about it in a
measurement log: the largest cut size and the smallest flange
width, i.e. the largest values of the wear were ftxed.
During the experiment the mileage of a locomotive
between the beginning of the experiment and each measurement was also logged.
The following wheel tyre parameters were verified:
wheel tyre cut (i) and flange width (a).
When measuring the cut the gauge accuracy was
±0.1 mm, while for the wheel tyre flange measurement it
was±0.3mm.

- <300m

4.8

-300- 350m

3.9

- 351-500 m

16.8

- 501-650 m

88.9

- 651-800 m

61.7

- 801- 1000 m

109.9

- 1001 - 1200 m

94.9

5. The obtained results

- 1200 m

220.5

Total: curved sections, km

601.4

In the experimental period, the highest mileage for
the wheel-sets not provided with a lubrication system was
13 5 509 k:m, while for those having a lubrication system it
reached 141 648 km.
The values obtained for the parameters verified with
the ftxed mileage values are random variables. Therefore
the dependence of these parameters on mileage is determined by means of a regressive analysis. The direction
line reveals the trend and the character of the change of
this sequence of data. With the help of Excel 97 software
package the polynomials - mathematical expression of
curves - were calculated. In this way the data were processed and the following regression equations obtained:
- for the cut:
without lubrication:

Total length of major roads, km

I

2410.6

Instruction for the formation, repair and maintenance of
the wheel-sets of 1520 mm wide gauge line railway rolling
stocks".
The scheme of measuring the wheel tyre cut and
flange width is given in Fig 2.
The basic surfaces used in measuring the width of
the wheel tyre flange and the cut are as follows: the inside
upright surface of the wheel tyre and the flange top, which
do not vary in operation.
The width of the flange (a)- distance measured along
the horizontal20 mm below the flange top (Fig 2).
The difference between the measured flange height
and that of the new or turned flange determines the size of
the cut (i), caused by wearing, with respect to the running
wheel circumference.

i= -7·10- 11 L 2 + 3·10- 5 L,

(1)

with lubrication:

i= 5·10- 11 ·L2 + 10- 5L,

(2)

graphical representation of these data is shown in Fig 3;
-for flange wearing intensity:
without lubrication:

A= 5·10- 15 L 3 -10- 9 ·L2 +0,0001L,

(3)

with lubrication:

A =2·10- 15 ·L3 -6·I0- 10 ·L2 + 7·10- 5 ·L,

Fig 2. Scheme of flange width measurement

(4)

here i - is the cut, mm; L - mileage, km; A - intensity of
flange wear, mm.
The curves representing flange wearing are given in
Fig4.
The comparison of the data obtained shows that the
intensity of wear of the locomotive wheel tyre flanges is
twice as high as that of the cut formation. Thus, the wearing of wheel tyre flanges is the main factor determining the
time between wheel tyre overhauls.
It is possible to state that lubrication has no significant effect on the rate of cut formation (Fig 3).
The regression equations obtained also show that
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the cut is increasing uniformly throughout the total service period, while the flange wearing (Fig 4) is most intensive at the beginning of service until the mileage reaches
30 000-40 000 k:m, with the worn-out layer being 1.5-2.5
mm. This proves a well-known fact that more intensive
flange wearing takes place until the wheel tyre profile acquires the shape of the rail head [6, 8, 9]. Then the intensity of wear decreases, increasing only when the mileage
comes up to 150 000 k:m.
The relationships obtained allow us to predict that
turning of the wheel-sets because of worn-out flanges
should be performed when the mileage of 160 000 k:m is
reached since the beginning of service of the wheel tyres,
not provided with a lubrication system. When wheel tyre
flanges are lubricated the limit is 21 0 000 km. The accuracy
of the calculated data is ± 2 % (with 95% probability).
Thus, it may be stated that the use of lubrication system
can increase wheel tyre service life by at least 1.3 times.
6. Conclusions

1. The investigation has shown that the flange is
wearing out more intensely at the beginning of service till
the mileage of30 000-40 000 km is reached with the wornout layer being 1.5-2.5 mm. Then the wearing action slows
down, further increase taking place when 150000 km has
been run.
2. The wearing intensity of the flange of the locomotive wheel tyres is about two times heavier than the increase of the cut, therefore the time between wheel-sets
overhauls is determined by the extent of flange wear.
3. It is possible to predict that the flange will be worn
out to the limiting width after running 160 000 ± 3000 km
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without lubrication and after 210 000 ± 4000 km of mileage
if it is lubricated.
4. The provision of a lubrication system for the wheel
set flanges increases the mileage of the wheel-sets until
turning is needed up to 31%.
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